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Ext JS Data-driven Application Design (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to build a user-friendly database in Ext JS using data from an existing database with this step-by-step tutorial. Takes you from first principles right through to implementation.


	Overview

	
		Discover how to layout the application structure with MVC and Sencha Cmd
	
		Learn to use Ext...
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Magento Responsive Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is for web designers and developers with an existing knowledge of modern HTML and CSS. Knowledge of Magento theming or responsive web design techniques isn't required though may be advantageous.


	E-commerce has changed drastically in the last few years, with the need for stores to provide a realistic interface for both...
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Ajax: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008
Is Ajax a new technology, or the same old stuff web developers have been using for years? Both, actually. This book demonstrates not only how tried-and-true web standards make Ajax possible, but how these older technologies allow you to give sites a decidedly modern Web 2.0 feel. Ajax: The Definitive Guide explains how to use standards like...
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Office 2010: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Whether you're new to Microsoft Office or have used it for years, this clear and friendly primer helps you be productive with Word, Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, and the rest of the Office apps from day one. Learn what's new in Office 2010 and get a complete, step-by-step guide to each of its main programs, along with...
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The Photoshop Darkroom 2: Creative Digital TransformationsFocal Press, 2011

	Back in the old days, working in a chemical
	darkroom, I could only have dreamed of a postprocessing
	tool as wonderful as Photoshop. But
	for me that’s exactly what Photoshop is—a tool.
	It’s a tool that helps me as a professional image
	creator. The image is what matters, not the tool.


	The Photoshop...
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Deploying Windows 2000 with Support ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2000
Visually, Windows 2000 is similar to previous versions of Windows. Its extensive new functionality, the overriding goal of which is to reduce an organization's "total cost of ownership," however, makes the system administrator's life easier. This translates to quicker software installation, more efficient management, and easier...
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Data-driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker GoQue, 2011

	Use FileMaker® technologies to create powerful mobile data apps for iPhone®, iPod® touch, and iPad™


	 


	Apple’s FileMaker technologies make it easy to create powerful, data-driven apps for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, and any mobile...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Mac OS X Lion (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2011

	Visual learners will quickly see how to take full advantage of Mac OS X Lion


	The latest Mac desktop operating system adds iPad functionality, a desktop App Store, and many more cool features. This guide combines step-by-step instructions with full-color illustrations to show visual learners how to take advantage of...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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Fedora LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
 			"Neither a "Starting Linux" book nor a dry reference manual, this book has a lot to offer to those coming to Fedora from other operating systems or distros." -- Behdad Esfahbod, Fedora developer 		

This book will get you up to speed quickly on Fedora...
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Professional haXe and NekoWrox Press, 2008
Professional haXe and Neko
   haXe is an exciting new programming language, as well as a compiler and a framework, that can be used to build web applications and write code aimed at multiple platforms on an array of operating systems. Neko is a fast, flexible, and reliable cross-platform virtual machine that allows for the...
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OS X Mavericks For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Coast through OS X Mavericks with help from Dr. Mac and For Dummies


	Ready to make friends with Mavericks? Then, Dr. Mac’s your man. Author and longtime Mac guru, Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus shares his witty insights and helpful tips in this full-color update to his bestselling OS X guide. You’ll...
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